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Hirshhorn Presents “Shirin Neshat: Facing History”
Major Exhibition of Artworks with the Artist’s Never-Before-Shown Studio Materials

“Shirin Neshat: Facing History,” a major exhibition of the work of the Iranian-born, 
New York-based video artist, photographer and filmmaker, runs May 18–Sept. 20 at 
the Smithsonian’s Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden. It is the first exhibition to 
place Neshat’s work in the context of the history of modern Iran, a significant influence 
in her work.

“This exhibition breaks new ground in illuminating the cultural and political influences that 
have informed her creative life,” said Melissa Chiu, the Hirshhorn’s director, who organized 
the exhibition with Melissa Ho, an associate curator at the museum. “Neshat imaginatively 
engages with contemporary realities, conveying deep conviction with a powerful and 
authentic voice.”

For the past two decades, Neshat has explored complex issues that exist at the intersection 
of gender and politics, particularly as reflected in the changing status of women in Iran. 
Although her work is informed by the social tensions of the late 20th and early 21st 
centuries, Neshat avoids polemical messages, instead framing political struggles as 
poetic allegories and personal narratives.

Her works are presented in an order that allows viewers to experience an unfolding of 
history through the artist’s eyes. The film “Munis” (2008) presents a magical realist 
vision of a young woman energized by the popular resistance against the 1953 coup that 
reinstalled the Shah. The fraught gender politics of the Islamic Republic is given allegorical 
form in an astonishing trio of video installations that launched her international reputation: 
“Turbulent” (1998), “Rapture” (1999) and “Fervor” (2000). The photo series “The Book of 
Kings” (2012) casts models as symbolic participants in the recent Green Revolution and 
Arab Spring.

Smaller galleries will provide background for the artworks with illuminated Safavid-period 
manuscript pages, wire-service photographs and newsreels, as well as production photos, 
never-before-exhibited studies and items from Neshat’s personal library that reveal her 
literary sources.

The exhibition will be accompanied by a full-color catalog that includes Chiu’s interview with 
the artist and essays by Ho, Iranian scholar Mahnaz Afkhami and poet and art critic Steven 
Henry Madoff.

Monday, May 18, at 6:30 p.m., Neshat speaks about her work in the latest installment 
of the ongoing Meet the Artist series. The artist’s first feature film, “Women without Men” 
(2009) screens Thursday, June 11, at 7 p.m. Other programs will be announced.
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